
P.U.R.B. 

Easily expandable and scalable 
without any need of specialised 
equipment 

DIGITAL WITH PHOTO ID
Easy check  and prevents 

misuse apart from a big boost 
to passenger security

Pass for Un-Reserved Boarding

DANAPUR DIVISION 
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY

WEB & APP BASED
e-Boarding Pass

Over 2000 passengers daily are availing the benefits. 600 

each at Patna, Rajendra Nagar, Danapur and about 300 at 

                        
                  Patliputra stations.



PURB: CHAOS TO ORDER
CROWDING & STAMPEDE ON PLATFORM, IS NOW A THING OF PAST

1. Passenger buys a unreserved 
ticket 

2. He can get a seat allotted 
through the PURB counter in 
the un-reserved ticketing 
hall. 

3. The railway employee clicks 
a photo of the passenger 
and enters the train number 
to allot a seat on FIRST 
COME FIRST SERVE basis. 

4. Alternately the passenger 
can get a boarding pass on 
the platform through the 
available TTE near the coach 

at the time of the train 
departure. 

5. TTE/RPF present on the 
platform allows the 
passengers with boarding 
pass (matches the photo) to 
board the train and occupy 
their allotted seats. 

6. Late comers get a boarding 
pass only for boarding the 
train without any seat 
allotted to them. 

7. Those without a mobile / 
WhatsApp can get a printed 
boarding pass.

PURB COUNTERS - 8 NOS

24 hrs counters for PURB have been 
provided at all the 4 stations where 

PURB has been implemented in over 
20 trains with over 2000+ e-boarding 
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Webpage / Browser based management and 
MIS reports for evaluation and monitoring 
purpose. The entire system is online & seat 

allotments by server is also on real-time basis.



PURB: KEY BENEFITS
Ushering in a new digital age across Danapur Division / ECR / Indian Railways
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Danapur Division Commercial Branch initiative 

East Central Railways

• Great convenience to passengers preventing crowding on 
platforms. Long queues and stampede on the platform is 
prevented. A boon for specially the women and children. 

• Photo of the passenger is embedded in the boarding pass 
sent digitally on the WhatsApp of the passenger preventing 
any fraud / transfer. Major upgrade from existing systems 
being digital & with photograph to prevent misuse; faster 
& entire boarding list with photo with TTE on tablet to 
compare & check. 

• Database serves as a deterrent to the miscreants who 
engage in alarm chain pulling, theft or nashakhurani type 
activities. 

• Auto ticket-checking of the unreserved segment is in place 
apart from the passenger amenity / convenience provided. 

• Digital interface makes it fast & the database auto 
generates MIS reports for further improvement in non-
reserve segment as per passenger needs.
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